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China

The global recovery

Assuming the prevalence of normal weather conditions and

Asian countries, specially

a more favourable external economic environment, the

benefits Sri Lanka, as it increases the demand for Sri

Sri Lankan economy is projected

Lanka's exports, and tourist

to grow by 5 - 6 per cent in

arrivals

However,

2005 Inflation in 2005 could be higher due to both demand

increasing inflationary pressures are compelling some

and supply factors The government's policy statement 'The

major countries to tighten monetary policy

Economic Policy Framework' sets out the broad economic

Consequently, the falling interest rate environment

parameters underlying the government's economic vision.

experienced by international f inancial markets in the

With its commitment to proactive roles for both the private

last few years is unlikely

to

prevail in the future

and the public sectors, it provides for continuity of the general

market based economic policies adopted by successive

tr

The tight monetary policy and adverse oil prices may

governments over the past two and a half decades. lt

slow down the global economy in 2005. Thus,

envisages the achievement of a regionally balanced economic

2005, global output is expected to grow by 4.3 per

development with a medium-term growth rate of 6

cent, lower than the sharp growth of 5 0 per cent

-

8 per

rn

expected in 2004, but still higher than the growth

cent of GDP.

rate of 3 9 per cent recorded in 2003. The Euro area

External Environment:

is expected

2004 and

D

to grow at a faster rate of 2 2 per cent in

2005

Growth in the US and in Japan

is

The global economy shows promising growth

expected to be somewhat slower in 2005, at 3 5 per

prospects, but there are still significant downside risks

cent and 2 3 per cent, respectively compared to 4.3

Large trading deficits may occur in many countries,

per cent and 4 4 per cent growth rates expected in

interest rates may be tightened internationally in view

2004, respectively Advance economies are facing 2.1

of inflationary fears, and

serious geopolitical risks

percent inf lation in 2OO4 and 2005, while developing

continue to remain. The most hostile feature in the

economies are facing an inflation rate of 6 percent in

external environment casting a shadow over

2004, and 5 5 per cent in 2005

Sri

Lanka s economy is the high and escalating oil prices

Oil prices rose to a record high level of US dollars 55

L]

The expansion in world trade is expected to continue

per barrel (WTl) in October 2004, and increased

with 8 8 per cent and 7 .2 per cent growth in 2004

uncertainty prevails with regard to prices in the near

and 2005 respectively. The latest favourable

futu re

developments in world trade negotiations, at which
advanced economies have agreed

tr

Notwithstanding high oil prices, the global economy
is projected

to grow at around 5.0 per cent in 2004

with a strong growth expected in the

US and some

for

to a framework

eliminating export subsidies, would enhance

opportunities for developing countries to benefit f rom

the expanding world trade,
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The ending of the Multi Fiber Arrangement (MFA) in

Similarly, the average of the 5ri Lanka Consumer Price

January 2005 could affect a number of developing

lndex (SLCPI) decreased from2.6 per cent at end 2003

countries including Sri Lanka. 5ince the phasing out

to 1 .2 per cent in March 2004 before turning upward.

in 1994 many major players in the

The other consumer price indices also indicate similar

process started

garment industry in Sri Lanka have by now got

trends

adjusted to compete in the quota free world, although
some of the small and medium scale f irms could face
Ouarterly Real GDP Growth Rate and Inflation

diff iculties
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Economic Arowth is expected to be sustained in 2004,

cDP Growth

-

j
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Intlation

although at a slightly lower rate than in the previous

year. Building on the recovery experrenced in the
last

two years, a growth of 6 2 per cent was achieved

in the first quarter of 2004. Growth slowed down
somewhat in the second quarter

The continuing growth in economic activity has
resulted rn increased creation of employment, with

cent,

the unemployment rate (excluding the Northern

of 5 7 per cent

Province), as shown by the Quarterly Labour Force

to 5.2 per

registering a first half growth rate

tr

of the Census and Statistics Department,

and is expected to continue at that pace, in the second

Survey

half, leading to a growth of around 5 - 5.5 per cent

decreasing from 9.0 per cent in first quarter of 2003

of GDP in 2004.

to 8.0 per cent in the first quarter of 2004. With the
continuation of the cease-fire, economic arowth and

tr

Inflation continued to decline in the early months of

the proposed expansion in public sector employment,

2004, but the declining trend reversed since May, as

employment opportunities are expected to increase

expected. All consumer price indices reflect this

to cover new additions to the labour force and reduce

trend. Inflation,

as measured by the average CCPI,

the existing unemployment Thus, unemployment

moved down from 6.3 per cent at end 2003 to a low

in 2004 is expected to decline marginally to 8 3 per

of 3.7 per cent in April 2004, before rising thereafter.

cent in 2004 from 8 4 per cent in 2003.
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Workers taking up foreign employment rose by about

by 11 7 percent, while tea and rubber production

10 per cent in the first half of 2004 over the f irst half

grew by 2 percent and 13 per cent, respectively

of 2003. Current estimates by the Sri Lanka Bureau

Meanwhile, coconut and f isheries sectors grew by

of Foreign Employment indicate that there would be

14 and 12 percent, respectively

an overall increase of 6-7 per cent of Sri Lankans
taking up foreign employment in

iJ

2OO4

Industrial production grew by 4.3 percent rn the first
half of 2004 with the growth in both export oriented
industrres and domestic market oriented industries

Savings and Investment

However, the future growth is shadowed by the

tr

elimination of the textile and garment quota in 2005

Sri Lanka's domestic savings have been estimated to

be quite low at 16 7 percent of GDP in

2004

to an estimated low investment growth

has led

under phasing out of the Multi Fibre Arrangement

This

(MFA) Available studies show that high end

in

producers

the country of 25 per cent of GDP, although higher

quota market and cater to niche markets. Thus, the

than the prievious year's ratio of 22 per cent

quota elimination may affect some of the small scale

Government dissavings are estimated at 3.7 percent

of

GDP,

to be 5

industries, but they would be able to cater

while government investment is estimated

1

throughout been filled with external assistance

to high

eno prooucerS

per cent of GDP With inadequate domestic

savings, the resultant savings-investment gap has

of garments already compete in a non-

ti

Growing economies are characterized by large and
expanding services sectors Such service industries
are usually transportation, communication, financial

Sectoral Performance

services, trade, port services and

tourism Following

the world trend, Sri Lanka's services sector too has

tr

The contribution of the three sectors, agriculture,
industry and services,

to

GDP in

grown both in terms of the share of GDP and the

2004 has been

absolute volume in the recent past

estimated to be 1 8 per cent, 26 per cent, and 56 per
cent respectively A notable feature in the agriculture

External Sector Developments

sector has been the gradual decline in its share of
GD? though its output has significantly increased in
absolute terms.

lJ

Recovery in the global economy continues to help Sri
Lanka s exportsto grow at an estimated rate of about

8 per cent in 2004 Howevel import growth for the

tr

The agriculture sector grew by 1.4 percent in volume

year has been projected to be at around

terms in the first half of 2004 over the performance

causing the trade balance to widen to of US$ 2,213

in the first half of

2003.

Paddy production dropped

1

6 per cent,

million compared with US$ 1,539 million in 2003.
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0000

Credit inflows to the government, which are mostly

8000

on concessional terms, have been projected to

6000

decrease

to

US dollars

327 million on a net basis in

4000

2004,from U5 dollars 550 million received in 2003,

g 2000

mainly due

0

U5 dollars 269 million from programme loans

-4000
2001

2000

lmportg

t

Exports

2OO2

2003

D Trade

in2004,

2004 Proj

but this has been revised downward to U5 dollars 30

balance

million

tr

during

2004. The government originally expected around

-2000

I

to lower programme financing

Delays in both project implementation and

Net inf lows to services, financial and income accounts

implementation of structural reforms required under

arising from higher tourist arrivals and increase in

the foreign funded programmes are considered to

income from handling trans-shipment cargo, worker

be the main cause for the drop in foreign loan

remittances, and interest earnings has helped reduce

disbursements in 2004.

the impact of the trade deficit on current account
balance. The current account deficit widened to U5
dollars 407 million during the first half

tr

Net inflows to the capital and financial accounts
during the year would not be sufficient to finance

of 2004

compaired to a surplus of US dollars 10 million in the

the wrdening current account deficit. Consequently,

first half of 2003 This deficit

the overall balance of payment is expected to

is

expected to increase

generate a deficit of around US dollars 257 million in

further to around U5 dollars 700 million in 2004

2004, compared to the surpluses recorded during the

D

previous three years

Foreign Direct Investment (FDl) inflows during 2004
have been projected

to remain at a level simrlar to

2003 due to the implementation of a large number
of

BOI agreements signed

Balance

of

Payments

800

during 2003. Howevet the

400

number of BOI agreements signed during the first

0

half of 2004 was lower than in 2003, indicating

a

possible slowing down of future realised FDl. Net FDI

inflows for 2004 have been estimated at U5 dollars

-400
-800

=

>-1 200
-1

600

145 million. Net inflows to the share market were

-2000

lower during the first half of 2004 compared with

-2400

2000

the corresponding period in 2003, reflecting the
uncertainties caused by political developments.
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Eflective Erchange Bate Indices (1999=1(X))

Accordingly, gross official reserves would decline f rom

Chad 1.5

US dollars

2,147 million at end December 2003 (3.9

months of imports) to US dollars 1,781 million (2 7
months of imports) at the end of 2004.
E

ftchange Rate Movements
Chan 1.4
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Budget 2004 envisaged a f iscal deficit of 6.8 per cent

of

GDP in

2004. This was subsequently

revised

upward with the publication of the Pre-Election
Budgetary Position Report in February 2004, which

tr

The foreign exchange market experienced higher

projected an increase in the deficit to 7.3 per cent of

volatility in2OO4 The rupee/US dollar rate depreciated

GDP. Current projections indicate that the fiscal deficit

at a higher rate, due to the strengthening of the

is likely

US

to

increase to about 8.7 per cent of GDP in

dollar in the international market, the deficit in the

2004. This

balance of payments, and some uncertainties in the

both lower revenue and higher expenditure The

domestic market Consequently, the rupee/US dollar

primary deficit is also expected to increase, to 2.7

rate fell by 7.0 per cent from Rs.96.74 at end 2003

per cent of GDP from 0.9 per cent in 2003.

to

Rs.104.05 per US dollar at end October 2004.

Nevertheless, the depreciation

of rupee

increase is exoected

to be the result of

Fiscal Developments

generally

helps maintain Sri Lanka's competitiveness and
provides a price protection to domestic products.
6
I

The rupee/U5 dollar rate did not depreciate
substantially during 2003, mainly as a result of the Us
dollar depreciation against all major currencies in 2003.
The relatively low depreciation was further facilitated
by the lower inflation that prevailed in 2003.

2000
BeYenue

2001

I

fupendlture
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!
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2003

ln 2004, government debt is likely to rise to around

cent per annum, respectively, from October

106.4 per cent of GDP, requiring stronger measures

stable policy interest rate regime gave rise to increased

in the medium-term for the government to reach its

credit, which contributed

goal of achieving the targets under the

rnvestmenr

Fiscal

to

The

increased domestrc

Management (Responsibility) Act (FMRA). The
government is mindful of the continuous drop in

tr

The monetary policy stance was reviewed regularly

a monthly basis by the Monetary Board of the

revenue, and increase in expenditure that widen the

on

budget deficit, while raising the debt stock Measures

Central Bank of Srl Lanka (CBSL). The Board s decisions

are being taken to strengthen the revenue collection

were communicated to the public by way of monthly

while rationalizing the expenditure.

press releases. CBSL further improved its system of

disseminating economic and financial data by
Public Debt

expanding the coverage

of its data release.

These

Chart 1.7

measures have helped improve the understanding by

market participants of the objectives of monetary
a

policy, thereby facilitating the smooth transmission

of monetary policy.

Repo, Reverse Repo and Call Money Rates
Chart 1.8
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The Central Bank kept its policy rates unchanged
during the first ten months of 2OO4, while remaining

watchful of inflationary pressures. The Banks main

tr

The daily open market operation (OMO) auction rates

gradually increased in the second and third quarters,
policy rates, i.e., the overnight Repurchase (Repo) rate

reflecting the decline in excess liquidity in the interand the Reverse Repurchase (Reverse Repo) rate were

bank call market. An upward movement in some of
maintained unchanged at 7.00 per cent and 8.50 per

the market interest rates was seen in 2004.
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weighted average call market rates rose from 7.59

The revised programme projects an expansion of 15

per cent at end December 2003 to 8 71 per cent in

per cent in money supply at end 2004, with a growth

mid July 2004, but since then, declined

to

settle

of around 1 5-16 per cent in private sector credit. This

around 8.25 per cent by end October 2004 Yields

would ensure the availabilitv of adeouate funds to

on government Treasury bills have risen by about

the private sector to support the expected growth

75-90 basis points, from end 2003 to mid July 2004

the economy.

However, these rates declined by about 50

rn

- 85 basis

points from July to October. Yield rate on 2-year

Capital Market Developments

Treasury bonds have risen by about 200 basis points
in the first seven months of 2004 and then declined

tr

Eventhough the stock market continued to be volatile

during the first four months of the year, a clear

by about 140 basis points by end September 2004.

improvement in market oerformance was seen since
D

June 2004. Foreigners have been net investors

Monetary aggregates rose above the original targets

in the first eight months of

2004

in

The original

the market, with net investments amounting to

monetary programme envisaged a growth in broad

around US$ 7 million in the first ten months of 2004.

money (M2b) between 14 5 per cent and 15.0 per

The All Share Price Index (ASPI) rose

cent in the first eight months and 13 5 per cent by

22 October 2004, the highest level recorded by end

the end of the year However, broad money grew at

of October 2004. Up to end October, the

15-17.6 per cent during the first eight months in

appreciated by 44 per cent from end 2003, while the

2004. A composltional change also occurred, with

Milanka Price Index had appreciated by 16 per cent,

growth in money supply arising from the growth

reflecting the increased profitability of companies and

in

the expectations of continued

net domestic assets, rather than in net foreign assets,

on

ASPI had

growth A notable

feature in stock market activity has been the

as originally projected. All three components of

significant growth in trading at branches of the

domestic assets i.e. net credit to the government,

Colombo Stock Exchange at Kandy and Matara.

credit to public corporations and credit to the private
sector increased in 2004,

to 'l ,560 9

tr

Unlike the equity market and the government debt

market, the domestic private debt market has not
D

The mid year review of monetary policy has indicated
a change in underlying circumstances, which require

a change in the monetary programme, to

ensure

recorded a significant growth. lf the financial markets

in Sri Lanka are to develop, it is necessary that the
private debt market too take a similar turn. This will

adequate economic Arowth, while avoiding the

not only provide additional avenues of investment

emergence of demand-driven inflationary pressures.

and sources of funds, but would also help increase
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agriculture (2 7 per cent), industry (5.3 per cent) and

competition with commercial banks. Recognising this

sprvices (5

need, the government's Economic Policy Framework

expected growth in 2005 depends heavily on the

states that action will be taken to develop this market

and that relevant legislation

to

4 ner cent) The achievement of the

continuation of favourable external and domestic

encourage

economic developments

secuntisation and market development will be
brought in

tr

In 2005, investment expenditure is expected to
maintain its momentum, and, accordingly, the

Financial Sector Reforms

investment to GDP ratro

rs

projected to reach 26 per

cent The prevailing profitability

tr

Reforms

to improve the financial sector have been

the private sector

is expected to continue, thus enabling the private

continued under the aegis of the financial sector

rlrrstpr

rn

sector to lead the growth in investment. Private sector

a srrh committee of the National Council for

investment is expected

g,

to concentrate on export

re

Economic Development (NCED) CBSL has pursued

ma n ufactu ri

its regulatory role, particularly with regard to

telecommunications and other services activities

supervision

n

the

leisu

i

nd

ustry,

of banks Legislation, by way of

amendments to the Banking Act,

is

to be promulgated

D

Government investment is also expected to rise further

in the near future to strengthen the regulatory and

in 2005 Public sector investment will mainly focus on

supervisory powers of CBSL. CBSL has taken action

infrastructure projects such as road development,

to

power, port and airport services, and water supply.

disseminate lnformation and encourage

competition among banks to bring about a reduction
in the relatively high interest rate spreads. The Real

tr

Inflation could be higher in 2005, due to the lagged

effect of price increases of fuel related goods and

Time Gross Settlements (RTGS) system, which

services, somewhat expansionary monetary and fiscal

commenced in late 2003 and the Scripless Securities
policies, higher import prrces and the depreciation of
Settlement (SSS) system introduced in early 2004, have

the rupee lt is, therefore, important to take early action

improved the efficiency and safety of the country's

to avoid the build up of f urther inf lationary expectations,

payments and settlements systems and facilitates

particularly by avoiding excessive increases in the money

trading in government securities.

supply and the fiscal deficit, and wage increases
unrelated to increases in productivity.

Economic Outlook for 2005 and Medium Term Prospects

tr

D

Weather conditions in 2005 are expected to improve,

The Sri Lanka's economy has been projected to grow

increasrng agricultural output and thereby easing

by 5 - 6 per cent in 2005 This growth is projected to

pressure

be broad-based, with growth in all three sectors,

continuation of improvements to the distribution

Central Bank of Sri Lanka

on prices to some extent

Further,
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network in the form of road development pro1ects

Given the medium term objectives

and maintenance of the cease-fire, would help keep

it would

be

desirable to lower the overall budget deficit in 2005

regional price variations low,
Sri Lankas external sector is expected to lmprove in

tr

In 2005, an expansion in employment opportunities

2005 recording an overall BOP surplus following

is expected with increasing economic Arowth and

a

deficit in'2004, thereby increasing the country's

investment However, a loss of employment

external reserves. This outcome would critically

opportunities could occur with the ending of the Multi
Performance

depend on the continuing recovery in industrial

MFA (non-quota)

countries, lower petroleum pnces, strengthening of

market is unlikely to be affected and the total impact

foreign investor confidence, realisation of expected

on employment will depend on the performance of

programme f inancing and effective utilisation of

the industrralists catering to the market segment with

available foreign assistance

Fibre Arrangement (MFA) at end

of the industrialists catering

2004

to non-

quota allocations

fl
tr

The recovery in exports

is expected

to continue

in

Agriculture sector output is expected to recover in
2005, allthough there could be some impact due to

2005 compared to the drop in 2004, although the
output level in 2005

is expected

the phasing out of the MFA lmports are also estimated

to remain below the

Hence, employment creation will remain

to grow reflecting increasing demand mainly for

marginally below or around the level experienced in

intermediate and capital goods Surpluses in the

2003. Since the share of agriculture in the Northern

services and transfers accounts are expected

level in

2003

and the Eastern provinces is high, the agriculture

to improve

in 2005.

sector performance in those provinces would also
have an impact on employment generation

To

achieve the forecast targets for the North and the

tr

ln the caprtal and financial accounts, loan

East, peaceful conditions should prevail This will be

disbursements to the government are expected to

possible only with the continuation of the cease-fire

be higher than rn 2004 mainly due to the expected

and positive developments in the peace talks

higher utilisation of programme assistance.

In

addition, capital inf lows to the private sector in terms

tr

The Economic Policy Framework has indicated that

of Foreign Direct Investment

(FDl), loan capital and

the government would make every effort to reduce
portfolio investment have been projected to increase

the budget deficit wjthin a medium term budget
framework to a level below 5 per cent of

GDP,

in 2005, with the continuation in the peace process

in line

and improving investor conf idence.

with the provisions of the FMRA, while raising public
investment from the current level of about 5 per cent

of GDP to about 8 per cent over the medium term.

tr

As a result of the above developments, the surplus in

the capital and financial accounts is expected to
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continued growth in stock and debt market activities.

increase, leading to a BOP surplus of around US dollars

160 million.

tr

tr

The focus of monetary policy in 2005 would be on

providing adequate liquidity

to support

economic

Srr Lanka has achieved a

commendable growth in its

socio-economic indicators since independence,
universally acknowledged.

lt is necessary to

as

sustain

growth while avoiding the build up of inflation and

these achievements and to progress frirther if all

inflationary expectations Given the expected

Lankans are

economic growth of 5 - 6 per cent of GDP and GDP

Moreover, recent data indicate that while poverty levels

deflator of 8 per cent, monetary expansion need to

have decreased in the last decade or two, income

cent. With the expected

disparities, particularly regional disparities, have

improvement in net foreign assets and an adequate

increased. International experience over the years has

growth in private sector credit, monetary growth at

shown that high economic growth and low inflation

this level could be contained only with an improved

are necessary

fiscal consolidation and non-escalation in government

inequality, although those are not sufficient. Thus, Sri

borrowings from the banking sector.

Lanka has

be contained around 14 per

to enjoy a higher standard of

living.

to ensure reduction in poverty

to strive to

Sri

and

achieve a high and sustained

annual economic Arowth and maintain low inflation

tr

The upward movement in the share market and debt

thereby providing necessary conditions while taking

market activity is likely to continue through 2005 with

other measures to minimise income disparity among

the continued economic development which would

regions as well as among income groups. This has

further boost the corporate sector performance.

been clearly understood and identified in the Economic

However, progress on the peace process and political

Policy Framework of

stability would be essential pre-requisites for

Central Bank of Sri Lanka
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Table

Major Economic
I
i
I
1

Pof

1

.1

icy Measures

gffective Date

Policy

- 2OO41t

Measures

i

Financial Sector
01 lan 2004

The single borrower limit (SBL) made applicable to off-shore banking units (OBUs)

02 Jan2004

Requirement of maintaining a capital adequacy ratio of at least 10 per cent in relation to risk

I

weighted assets, with core capital constituting not less than 5 per cent, both on

I

basis and on a consolidated basis

on all
06 Jan 2004

All

a

bank only

(i.e including the bank and all subsidiaries), was imposed

licensed commercial banks (LCBs) and licensed specialised banks (LSBs)

LCBs

and

LSBs

were informed that the proceeds of redeemable cumulative preference

shares would constitute part of capital funds of banks for the purpose of the Banking Act,

and directions issued thereunder, relating to the basis for the computation of the single
borrower limit and investments in equity.
19 )an 2004

Requirement of obtaining a credit rating from an independent rating agency acceptable to the
Central Bank on or before 30 June 2004 and disclosing the rating in all advertisements soliciting
deposits and other debt instruments with effect from )uly 2004 imposed on all LCBs and LSBs.
Local branches of foreign banks may disclose their parent bank s rating Banks which have not

obtained a rating, required to disclose that they have not obtained a rating.'

27 Apr 2004

All approved external auditors were required not to undertake any consultancy or other non-

audit service contemporaneously with the external audit with a bank or entities where

a

partner of an audit firm is a director or has a significant share holding. They are required to
submit a management letter together with the published audited accounts to the bank they
audit within frve months of the end of the financial year

20 May 2004

All

LCBs

were required to maintain statutory liquid assets of an amount not less than 20 per

cent of total liabilities, less liabilities to the Central Bank and to the share holders, in respect

of the domestic banking unit (DBU) in rupees and in respect of the OBU in

US dollars,

for

each month commencing May 2004.
13 .lul 2004

All LCBs and

LSBs

were informed that obtaining professional valuation reports for the purpose

of classification of advances and specific provisions and revaluation of fixed assets for the
computation of the capital adequacy ratio, means that obtaining reports from external
independent valuers Loans and advances of Rs. 250,000 or below are exempted from this

requirement A current internal assessment defined as an assessment that is not more than

two years old, should be signed by the Assistant General Manager or such other senior
officer of the bank in charge of credit.
16 Jul2004

LCBs

incorporated outside 5ri Lanka, which consrder advances as the basis for the computation

of their

SBL, are required

to treat DBUs and OBUs separately and to limit the

SBL

in these

units to 15 per cent of the accommodation of the respectrve units.

of 1 5 per cent of the consolidated accommodation of the DBU and
the OBU, in US dollar terms, provided that any excess over 15 per cent of the OBU
A bank may apply an

SBL

accommodation is supported by a head office guarantee or undertaking.
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Where a single customer enjoys facilities from both the DBU and the OBU of the same bank,

the combined exposure to such customer should be limited

to 1 5 per cent of the total

accommodation of either the DBU or the OBU.
From 2005, the monthly average of total accommodation of the preceding year as certified
by a firm of external auditors is to be the basis for computing the SBL
08 Sep 2004

Guidelines relating to the classif ication of medium and long term project loans were amended
to allow LCBs, subject to specified conditions, to observe a six month period of default

before classification as Non Performing Advances (NPA), instead of

22 OcI2OO4

the

three month

period of arrears considered under the existing directions A prolect loans with a maturrty of
more than 'l 2 months is consrdered as long and medium term loan.
The Central Bank imposed a 1OO per cent margin deposit requirement against the Letters
of Credit (LCs) opened wrth commercial banks for the importation of motor vehicles, mainly

for private use,

as a temporary measure

to contain the increase in the import volume

External Sector
06 Jan 2004

Commercial banks were permitted

to

release foreign exchange

to gem dealers up to

US

dollars 15.000 (out of which US dollars 5,000 could be issued in currency notes) for the
purchase and import of rough stones from Madagascar

09 Mar 2004
16 luly

2OO4

Commercial banks were requested to monitor the receipt of goods against payment within
the agreed 90 day perioo
Permission was granted to authorised dealers in foreign exchange and primary dealers in
terms of Section 17 of the Exchange Control Act to acquire, hold or transfer Sri Lanka
Development Bonds on which capital and interest are payable in US dollars.

Trade and Tariff Policy
- General Changes: Tariff bands were changed from 2 5 per cent, 5 per cent, 'l 0 per
1 )an 2OO4
1

cent,

5 per cent and 25 per cent to 3 per cent, 6 per cent, 12 per cent, 16 per cent and 27.5 per

cent, respectively, while the 20 per cent tariff band remained unchanged
The surcharge of 20 per cent on import duties was reduced to 10 per cent

Special Changes:

Description

Before Revision

After Revision

Wheat grain

0%

3%o

Electric Aoods

20%,25%

3o/o

Cameras/watchers

10%o

3%

Jewellery

25%

3%

Plant and machinery

5%

30k

Dhal

5%

3"/"

Dry fish

6%o

Edible oil

10%
15%

Combined harvesters

lOo/o

3o/o

Lorries and trucks

2

6%

Sugar

Rs 3 75lk9

5%o

A full duty waiver of 3 per cent was granted on wheat grain

Central Bank of Sri Lanka
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01 Feb 2004

Duty waivers were granted on the following items to reduce the cost of living

Description

General Duty

Duty Waived

Masoor Dhal

3o/o

3% (full)

5plit Yellow

3Yo

3% (full)

Potatoes

Rs 20lkg

Rs. 1

B.Onions

Rs. 8/kg

Rs 5/kg

hillies

Rs 3Olk9

Rs 1 O/kq

C

Milk Powder
19 Mar 2004

12%

A full duty waiver of Rs.4.50 per

.50/kg

6%o

kg was granted on

sugar

9 Sep 2004

lmport duty applicable to importation of ethyl alcohol increased to Rs. 'l 0O 0O per litre from
Rs 60.00 oer litre.

20 Sep 2004

lmport duty on B-onions and other onions increased to Rs. 10 0o per kg from Rs. 8 0o per kg.

22 Sep 2004

Specific duty on rrce imports of Rs. 9 o0 per kg. was removed for imports by sri Lanka Co-

1

operative Federation (COOPFED)
01 Oct 2004

A duty of

05 Oct 2004

Specific duty on rice imports of Rs 9 00 per

Rs.

4 50 per kg was imposed on the import of brown sugar

kg was removed for all importers.

Fiscal Sector

Revenue measures
01 Jan

2004

-

VAT rate was

unified at 15 per cent.

The turnover threshold
Rs

of Rs.500,000 per quarter of payment of

VAT was raised to

750,000 per quarter and annual threshold was increased from Rs. 1.8 million to

Rs 3

million (However, this was reversed to the original position on 1 July 2004 to be effective

from

1 January 200a)

Excise duty on cigarettes was raised based on
Excise

the length of cigarettes

duty on aerated water was increased to

Rs

5 50 per litre.

on petrol and diesel were reduced to Rs.20 and Rs.2.5O per litre, respectively.
License fee on tapping of kitul was reduced to Rs 50 per tree.
Excise duties

Excise duties on malt liquor

of

less

than 5 per cent of absolute strength and more than 5 per

cent of absolute strength were increased to Rs 22.50 and Rs 38 5O per litre, respeclvety
Excise duties on molasses, palmyrah, coconut and processed arrack were increased

to

Rs.351

per proof Iitre Excise duty on country made foreign spirits increased to Rs.470 per proof litre.

A levy of 2 5 per cent was imposed in respect of all charges payable by mobile phone
su bscri

bers.

The withholding tax exemption limit of Rs.9,000 per month or Rs.108,000 per year applied

to total interest income from all deposits in any individual bank or financial institution.
The withholding tax free limit increased to Rs 25,000 per month or Rs 300,000 per annum

for individuals whose sole or main source of income is interest income.
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-

An Economic Service Charge

(ESC)

of 1 per cent was imposed on turnover or total

asset

value for entities carrying on trade, business, a profession or a vocatron that have a turnover

in excess of

Rs

ESC rate was

20 million or total asset value in excess of Rs.10 million. (Subsequently, the

changed to 0 25 per cent, 0 50 per cent and 1 per cent and turnover threshold

was increased to Rs. 50 million (the asset limit was removed) with the effective date unchanged

at 01 April 2004).

-

Personal lncome tax rates revised as follows

(1)

First

Rs.300,000

=

(3) Next Rs 240,000 =

-

Nil

20%

(2) Next Rs.240,000

(4)

Balance

=
=

10%
30%

Terminal benefits for emplovment revised as follows:

(1) First Rs.3.5 millron = Nil
(3) Next Rs 500,000 = 10%

(2) Next Rs 500,000

-s%

(4) Balance

=

15%

An upfront tax of 10% imposed on the divisible profit and other income of all partnerships

Withholding tax of 10 per cent levied on any annuity or royalty paid by any person or
partnership in excess of Rs.50,OOO in any month or Rs 500,000 in any year and 5 per cent

withholding tax on any management fee or similar payments
Off shore transactrons of the Foreign Currency Banking Units (FCBUs) of any bank operating
in Sri Lanka, which had previously been exempted, were made liable to tax at 20 per cent.
Profits earned from sale of shares (including rights, bonuses and warrants and shares in BOI

companies) that are issued by any company madeJiable to tax at 15 per cent.

With the exception of international and multilateral organisations, other income (excluding
donations and grants) of rnstitutions approved under Section 8(a) of the Inland Revenue Act,
in excess of Rs.200 million were made liable to tax at 10 per cent
01 July 2004

The supply and import of fertiliser and agricultural machinery exempted from VAT.
Exemption f rom VAT extended to schools f unded by the government by way of paying salaries

to staff or pension to ex-staff
July 2004

The government appointed a Revenue Board comprising the chief officials in the GeneralTreasury

and departments of Inland Revenue, Customs and Excise and Board of Investments (BOl).
07 Sep 2004

A Finance Bill was passed by the Parliament

08 Sep 2004

Following bills were passed by the Parliament

22 Sep 2004

Finance Act (Amendment) Bill
Value Added Tax (Amendment) Bill

Inland Revenue (Amendment) Bill
Tobacco Tax (Amendment) bill

Inland Revenue (Regulation of Amnesty) Bill was passed by the Parliament to repeal the
Inland Revenue (Act) No. 10 of 2003.

the length of cigarettes

25 Sep 2OO4

Excise duty on cigarettes was raised based on

01 Oct 2004

Collection of VAT on sugar and lentils was suspended
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05 Oct 2004

-

5 Oct 2004

-

All non-citizens purchasing property were made liable to a tax on transfer of property in such
sums as is equivalent to the value of the property purchased

1

Excise duty

on import of selected vehicles was raised based on the type of the vehicles.

Expenditure measures
0'l ian 2004
A monthly salary increase of 10 per cent of the present salary or Rs 'l ,250 whichever is
higher granted to government employees
Pension payments increased by 'l 0 per cent
Jan

The government approved a relief package to households in drought-affected areas.

2004

Feb 2004

The government rectified the salary anomalies in the health sector.

01 May 2004

The government increased the fertiliser subsidy from Rs. 9,000 to Rs 15,000 per metric ton.

02 Oct 2004

The government increased the fertiliser subsidy f rom Rs. 1 5,000 to Rs. 23,000 per metric ton

with effect from 02 October 2004 uo to 31 December 2004.

Debt Management
6 Jan 2OO4

Existing legislation amended

to enable the issue and trading of scripless securities

and

dematerialisation of the existing scrip securities.
Short selling of securities (selling of securities without actually holding them in their portfolio)
by primary dealers (PDs) was banned

21

Operation of the Debt Securities Trading System (DEX) by the CSE commenced

Jan 2OO4

30 Jan 2004

Converting outstanding scrip securities into scripless securities commenced

03 Feb 2004

Operations of the Scripless Securities Settlement (5SS) system and the Central Depository
System (CDS) for government securities commenced
A direction was issued to PDs to refrain from using away prices (prices that are not prevailing

07 Jun2004

in the market at the time of the transaction) for recording transactions.

28

5rr Lanka Development Bonds (SLDBs) amounting to US dollars 14475 million were issued

Jun 2OO4

01 Jul 2004

PDs

were required to transfer a percentage (25 per cent and 50 per cent depending on the

capital base) of their after tax profit annually, to a special risk reserve.
15 July 2004

Government borrowings from FCBUs of US dollars 100 million were rolled over.

12 Aug 2OO4

SLDBs

amounting to US dollars 50 million were issued.

20 Sep 2004

SLDBs

amounting to US dollars 55 25 million were issued.

Other measures
Sri Lanka Railway Authority announced an increase in rail fares with effect from 01 March

05 Jan 2004

2004. Accordingly, rail fares applicable to Colombo and the suburbs were increased by 50
per cent, while long distance fares were increased by 40 per cent.

2l

The Pre - Election Budgetary Position Report was presented by the Secretary to the Ministry

Feb 2004

of Finance under the
31 May 2004

-

Fiscal Management (Responsibility) Act.

The Final Budget Position Report

- 2003 was published under the

Fiscal Management

(Responsibility) Act
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The Strategic Enterprises Management Agency (5EMA) was set up to facilitate and ensure

the effrcient management of strategic enterprises in 5ri Lanka
The National Council for Economic Development (NCED) was set up to facilitate and assist
the government in the effectlve implementation of its policies and development programmes

29

June

2004

Ihe Mid Year

Fiscal Position Report

-2004 was publrshed under the

Fiscal Management

(Responsibility) Act

01 July 2004
July

2004

24 )uly 2004
1

5 Aug 2004

The Economic Policy Framework of the Government of Sri Lanka was issued
The government established the National Procurement Agency

The retail price of petrol was increased by Rs 8 00 to Rs 65 00 per litre
The retail prices of auto diesel and petrol were tncreased by Rs 4 00 and Rs 3 00 to

Rs

36 00 and Rs 68 00 per litre, respectively
1

9 Aug 2004

1 Sep 2004

Rehabilitation of 1,000 minor irrigation tanks commenced
On the basis of the bus fare policy approved by the Government, the National Transport
Commision (NTC) increased bus fares by an average rate of 9 per cent

2 Sep 2004

Government launched a special orientation programme for the f irst batch of 1 7,000 graduates
under the graduates employment programme

17 Sep 2OO4

The cabinet approval was granted to revise the electricity tariff with effect f rom 1'r November

2004 Accordingly, domestic and religious sector consumers using over 90 unrts per month
will be subject to 7 per cent tarrff increase while industrial sector exempted from this tariff
revrSton

24 Sep 2004

Colombo spot selling price of auto diesel increased by

Rs

6 00 to Rs 42 O0 per litre A premium

00 per litre was also imposed on diesel and petrol sales by retail outlets within
Colombo Municipal limits. With this premium, prices of petrol and diesel in the Colombo

of

Rs. 2

Municipal limits increased to Rs 70 0O and Rs 44 00 per litre, respectively
01 Oct 2004

The NTC increased bus fares further by 6 per cent to compensate the increase in the operatinq
cosr

21 OcI2004

Government launched a special orientatron programme for the second batch of 24,000
graduates under the graduates employment programme

Policy Measures Proposed to be lmplemented in 2004
Consolidation of Treasury bond issues to the existing series in order to reduce the number of
series of future issues and to enable the development of a benchmark yteld curve

Introduction of a Risk Weighted Capital Adequacy Framework for

PDs

Appointment of Audit Committees to strengthen risk monitoring of
Introductron of extensive rrsk monitorrng through the

PDs

Bloomberg Risk

Monitoring System

Increasing minimum capital requirement of PDs to Rs 350 million from Rs 200 million with

effect from 31 December 2004
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